WINSTON RODS ARE DESIGNED
T O TA K E YOUR C A S T ING A ND
FISHING TO THE NEXT LEVEL.
Since 1929 we have been hand crafting
the finest rods available. And over the course
of 90 years we have learned a thing or two
about presentation, accuracy and catching fish.
Built into every rod is an intangible quality handed
down from generation to generation of fly fishermen.
The uncompromising Winston feel. It is impossible
to describe in words. So we ask you to
close your eyes and day dream.
Paint pictures in your mind of the ultimate bend
in a river, spring creeks that only you know about
and fresh salt air that has a way of grabbing hold
of your imagination and not letting go.
It is time to up your game.					

WE MAKE RODS BECAUSE
WE LOVE TO FISH.
That’s our secret. When we develop a new fly rod
series, we aren’t trying to figure out what will sell,
we are simply pushing ourselves to come up with
something better that we’d love to use.

That shared knowlege keeps us on the cutting edge
of technology. Hundreds of rolled prototypes later,
stress tests and late night tweaks —the moment of
truth comes with the cast.

Our design process is based on creating rods that
excel at performing in specific situations. We are
fortunate to have friends who love engineering as
much as we love fishing.

Once the “Winston feel” presents itself, we know we
have a rod worthy of our logo and hand inscription.
90 years in the making.

N E W F LY R O D S C O M E W I T H
90 YEARS OF KNOWLEDGE.
We choose to use Boron fibers in the butt sections
of our rods to provide extraordinary strength and
drive extra energy into the rod. This creates a
distinctive lively and crisp action. Fly rods made
with graphite fibers only (without Boron) do not
have this same energy.

accurate at a variety of distances with little effort
while still optimizing presentation.
All our premium Winston green fly rods feature our
industry-leading Boron III materials and designs.

Our Boron III designs incorporate multiple materials
and multiple tapers giving you a great fly rod that is

WINSTON SUPERSILICA RESIN SYSTEM
Along with Boron fibers, our Air Fresh, Air Salt
and new Air TH rods also feature our SuperSilica
resin system. SuperSilica technology allows
for a uniform distribution of silica particulates
throughout the resin as it flows around the carbon
fibers in the high modulus graphite material used in
our Air rods.
SuperSilica resin cures more evenly throughout
the graphite system, giving our rods a lighter

swing weight, more impact resistance, and greatly
improved feel during the casting stroke. This means
better balance, more versatility, and adaptable
casting range for anglers.
In the end, SuperSilica provides faster recovery
rates for battling stronger winds, casting large flies,
and achieving more distance while retaining the
light touch needed for delicate presentations.

BORON III Angling Benefits

• 5x stronger and 2x as stiff as steel,
yet lighter than aluminum
• Higher compressive strength than graphite
• Allows for greater design versatility
• More precise taper transfers
• More on-demand energy and
power when casting
• Improves durability with up to 25% more
strength to graphite
• Improves sensitivity
• Increases hook setting power
• Saves weight
• Adds stability
• Broadens casting range
• Better line control
WA R R A N T Y I N F O : Every new Winston boron/graphite and graphite fly rod
or blank is covered by our Original Owner Unconditional Lifetime Guarantee.
www.winstonrods.com/services/warranty

• Increased accuracy
• Ability to pick up more line

For our AIR Fresh , Salt and New TH series - fast is
smooth and smooth is easy.
Combining our proprietary SuperSilica lightweight resin
system and Boron III material with modern progressive
tapers, Winston AIR rods deliver the celebrated Winston
“feel”, along with balanced, fast graphite recovery rates,
for incredible line speed and presentation, making
them our most versatile rods in both fresh and
saltwater environments.
What this means for anglers is crisp tip sections for
close-range presentations and amazing tippet
protection. Faster mid-sections to dictate line control
and easily manage windy conditions. And finally, Boron
III technology applied in the butt section for more lifting
strength to fight and land fish quickly.

NEW WINSTON AIR TH
Our new Winston AIR TH rods redefine two-hand casting performance. Utilizing our
SuperSilica resin system and Boron technology, these rods are unbelievably light,
perfectly balanced, powerful, responsive, and just plain fun to fish.
Featuring a deep loading action with fast recovery rates, AIR TH models are ideal for
any steelhead and salmon fishing application. They showcase adaptive and specified
grain windows that are ideal for specific two-hand applications. In addition to the

AIR TH 5wt.: Anglers needing a crossover rod for trout and light steelhead should

dialed grain windows, AIR TH models utilize smaller diameter grips to give anglers

consider the 12’ 5weight Air TH. This rod is the perfect small summer steelhead rod with

more feel and intuition during the cast.

dry lines, lighter tips, and poly leaders. It also serves well on larger trout water, like the
Missouri or Upper Columbia, where longer casts and covering more water are the name

AIR TH rods adjust to any casting style and preference by utilizing several

of the game.

standardized rod lengths across multiple grain windows. In the same way the 9’ rod

Tip recommendations: 10 feet of T8 – T10, 10’ poly leaders

length became the industry standard for a versatile single hand rod, we’ve dialed in
our famous 13’3” lengths in 6, 7, and 8 weight grain windows to specify the perfect

AIR TH 6wt.: Built in 3 different lengths including 11’6”, 12’6”, and the new 13’3” tapers,

rod length across different applications.

these 6 weights dial anglers into specific fishing applications. For tight spots and switch
fishing, the 11’6” fits the bill. For all-around summer steelhead, the classic 12’6” adds

Whether anglers prefer sustained anchor, touch and go, traditional, or mid belly

versatility to both Skagit and dry line applications. Finally, the 13’3’ is the perfect winter

techniques, Winston AIR TH rods support infinite casting styles, and offer unrivaled

steelhead rod, that can get smaller flies in the strike zone.

feel and performance across any two-hand casting application.

Tip recommendations: 10 feet of T8 – T10, 10’ poly leaders

2018 Efttex Best New Product.

AIR TH 7wt. : Featured in two lengths, a 12’3” for shorter heads and bigger flies, and
our classic 13’3” taper, that honestly, does just about everything well. Two different

WEIGHTS: 5 thru 9wt.

lengths gives anglers of different casting styles the ability to choose the model that

ACTION: Medium Fast

fits them best. If one can only own one steelhead rod, these 7 weights will cover a wide

SECTIONS: 4

range of applications.

GUIDES: Satin finished stripper guide with Silicon Nitride ring.

Tip recommendations: T8-14 10’-12’

Hard chrome snake guides.
REEL SEAT: Charcoal Gray anodized aluminum, down locking

AIR TH 8wt: Designed in 3 unique lengths, these powerful 8 weights appeal to 3 different

STORAGE: Premium graphite rod tube with logo rod sock

fishing applications. The 12’3” is ideal for short heads, and dredging big flies in bigger
water. The 13’3” gives anglers a longer option without being too long – it’ll lean closer to

HIGHLIGHTS

the more traditional longer Skagit and Scandi lines and cast longer tips. The 14’6” is our

• Advanced Boron III technology combined with our proprietary SuperSilica lightweight

traditional long-belly length for fishing greased lines, or longer Scandinavian shooting

resin system

heads. Capable of shooting huge casts on the biggest rivers, for big anadromous fish.

• Extremely light, yet powerful and responsive

Tip Recommendations: T10-14, 10-14’

• Deep loading action with a fast recovery rate
• Standardized rod lengths across multiple grain windows to support any casting style

AIR TH 9wt: A true two-handed cannon that is our most powerful rod in the Air TH line up.

• Winston-designed grip for better “feel”

Amazingly light and responsive, the 12’9” 9 harnesses the power to fight the largest

• Designed and Handcrafted in Twin Bridges, MT

WINSTON

anadromous fish. Built with 30-40lb king salmon in mind, this rod casts the big bright

LINE

LENGTH

GRIP

SK AGIT LINE

SCANDI LINE

ROD PRICE

BL ANK PRICE

5wt.

12'

TWO HANDED

390-420

360-390

$1250

$625

6wt.

11'6”

TWO HANDED

420-450

390-420

$1250

$625

6wt.

12'6”

TWO HANDED

420-450

390-420

$1250

$625

6wt.

13'3”

TWO HANDED

420-450

390-420

$1250

$625

7wt.

12’3”

TWO HANDED

510-525

440-480

$1250

$625

7wt.

13'3”

TWO HANDED

510-525

440-480

$1250

$625

8wt.

12'3”

TWO HANDED

540-570

510-540

$1250

$625

8wt.

13'3”

TWO HANDED

540-570

510-540

$1250

$625

8wt.

14'6”

TWO HANDED

540-570

510-540

$1250

$625

9wt.

12'9”

TWO HANDED

570-600

520-540

$1250

$625
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flies on heavy Skagit lines needed to land the most powerful fish that swim from the
ocean into the river.
Tip Recommendations: T12-18, 10-12’

WINSTON
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W INS T ON FRE SH WAT ER A IR
There are days on the water when anything can happen. A pod of trout gulp midges
mid-morning. Bright skies at noon encourage nymph rigs that get beadheads down
into the deeper slots and faster runs. Afternoon clouds open streamer or terrestrial
boxes. And at last light, an evening caddis or mayfly hatch lengthens the leader and
lightens the tippet.
AIR 3WT: Great choices for small stream anglers who are primarily focused on dry flies
Thanks to our unique progressive action and SuperSilica resin system, these

and small nymphs. The shorter 7’6” and 8’ lengths are ideal for tight, willow choked

extremely lightweight freshwater rods load easily yet feature faster recovery rates

streams, mountain creeks and smaller fish. The longer 8’6” model achieves ultimate

when special situations arise.

presentations on fish that require hunched over streamside stalks, perfect drifts and the
smallest insect imitations.

So go ahead, grab one of everything that’s on the report and just go fishing.
Freshwater AIR models let anglers breathe easy when anything can happen

AIR 4WT: These 4 weights give anglers added versatility from the breezy conditions in

anywhere trout swim.

Chile to the quiet dimples of evening risers on the Henry’s Fork. The 8’ version specializes
at anything spring creek related, the 8’6” is an extremely accurate rod on both small and

WEIGHTS: 3 thru 8wt.

bigger rivers, and the 9’ excels on bigger water when longer casts, more mending, and

ACTION: Medium Fast

trailing an emerger off the back end of a dry is required.

SECTIONS: 4
GUIDES: Hard chrome snake over-sized “Shooting Guides” with chrome

AIR 5WT.: If an angler could only own one Winston, these 5 weight rods would be tough to

nanolite stripping guides

beat. These models can do it all: from small flies on the light tippet, to turning over short-

REEL SEAT: Nickel silver with figured Maple insert on 7’6” 3wt thru 9’ 6wt. Charcoal

er leaders when flipping hoppers or smaller streamers from the bow of a drift boat. Think

Gray anodized aluminum with double locking rings on 91/2’ 6, 7 and 8wt.

big fish in tight spots with the accuracy of the 8’6”, or any fish, anytime with the 9 footer.

STORAGE: Premium graphite rod tube with embroidered logo rod sock
AIR 6WT: With plenty of feel from tip to butt, these responsive, yet extremely intuitive 6
HIGHLIGHTS

weights can handle anything from high water salmon flies, small sink tips with stream-

• Advanced carbon fiber combined with our SuperSilica lightweight resin system

ers, and indicator rigs. The 9’ is the rod of choice when casting Chubby Chernobyl’s with

to improve toughness and durability

a rubber leg stone dropped off the back of the hook. But fear not the 5X, as this rod has

• Classic smooth Winston Progressive Action

enough feel to delicately present smaller mayfly patterns when an unexpected hatch

• Incredibly accurate presentation

requires a lighter touch. The all-new 9’6” is ideal for larger indicator rigs, casting inter-

• Boron III technology for enhanced power

mediate line or chronomids on stillwaters, or even as a light, single hand steelhead rod on

• Designed and Handcrafted in Twin Bridges, MT

smaller water.
AIR 7WT: This new 9’6” rod is the ultimate single-hand steelhead rod. From nymphing
deeper holder water, single-hand spey techniques, and large Stillwater trout like those

WINSTON

LINE

LENGTH

GRIP

ROD PRICE

BL ANK PRICE

3wt.

7'6

CIGAR

$975

$486

3wt.

8'

CIGAR

$975

$486

3wt.

8'6

CIGAR

$975

$486

steelhead rods in a single hand configuration. Fishing stripers in San Francisco or the

4wt.

8'

CIGAR

$975

$486

North East? Our 9’6” 8 weight is the perfect rod off the beach.

4wt.

8'6

CIGAR

$975

$486

4wt.

9'

CIGAR

$975

$486

5wt.

8'6

CIGAR

$975

$486

5wt.

9'

CIGAR

$975

$486

6wt.

9'

CIGAR

$975

$486

6wt.

9’6”

FULL WELLS
W/ FIGHTING BUTT

$975

$486

7wt.

9’6”

FULL WELLS
W/ FIGHTING BUTT

$975

$486

8wt.

9’6”

FULL WELLS
W/ FIGHTING BUTT

$975

$486
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gigantic cutthroat found in Pyramid Lake, this 9’6” 7 weight has the power needed to
cover any heavy freshwater application.
AIR 8WT: Our customers asked and we listened. There was a need for heavy salmon and

WINSTON
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W IN S T ON S A LT WAT E R A IR

SALTWATER AIR 6WT.: This 9’ 6 weight utilizes a saltwater focused fast action for quick

The new smooth in Saltwater. Smooth and powerful.

shots on calm days while wading the flats looking for tailing bones. A great sea-run

The Winston Saltwater AIR - lightweight saltwater rods with Winston Boron III

of power for longer casts, but anglers will notice it’s the perfect choice for delicate pre-

cutthroat rod off the beach in the Pacific Northwest as well. These 6 weights have plenty

technology that are easy to cast. Winston smooth.

sentations to spooky species like bonefish.

The Saltwater AIR series is very light and allows for unprecedented fast recovery,

SALTWATER AIR 7WT.: Our 9’ 7 weight Saltwater Air has become the perfect all-round

for any length of cast.

bonefish rod. With a taper that allows for minimal back casts and quick shots off the bow

2018 Efttex Best New Product.

minimal effort. Light in hand, and extremely responsive, these 7 weights are becoming

of the skiff, this rod will put crab, shrimp and baitfish patterns on target every time with
the go-to for dedicated bonefish anglers worldwide.

WEIGHTS: 6 thru 12wt.

SALTWATER AIR 8WT.: With a lighter swing weight, the 9’ 8 weight Saltwater Air was

ACTION: Fast

built for all day casting at a variety of saltwater species. From bonefish, redfish, stripers,

SECTIONS: 4
GUIDES: Hard chrome titanium colored snake guides with nanolite stripping guides
REEL SEAT: Charcoal Gray uplocking, anodized aluminum with double locking rings and
1 ½” fighting butt. Engraved with company signature logo.

saltwater rod, this 9’ 8 weight would cover any standard saltwater application.

STORAGE: Premium graphite rod tube with embroidered logo rod sock

SALTWATER AIR 9WT.: An unbelievably light 9 weight that produces fast line speed with

HIGHLIGHTS

In addition to Permit, anglers will love these 9 weights for giant Hawaiian and Bahama

incredible accuracy. The perfect rod for feeding heavy crab patterns to picky permit.

• Advanced carbon fiber combined with our SuperSilica lightweight resin system
to improve toughness and durability
• A new light and fast big game rod series with extra power cast after cast,
without fatigue

Northeast.
SALTWATER AIR 10WT.: With great power comes great fish. Use this smooth and powerful
tations to tarpon. This rod is responsive, easy to cast and built for those once-in-a-life-

• New stealth matte Winston Green finish for flats stalking
• Smaller guides hold the line closer to the rod shaft to give better control
through the cast and presentation.
• Boron III technology for increased fighting/lifting power and added energy
• Designed and Handcrafted in Twin Bridges, MT

2020

bonefish, barracuda, baby tarpon in the mangroves, giant red fish, and stripers in the

10 weight for quick shots on Roosterfish, Sharks, blitzing GTs, and more delicate presen-

• Quick recovery with Winston Progressive Action

WINSTON

snook, and various other species, this rod is up to the task. If you could own only one

time shots.
SALTWATER AIR 11WT.: The new standard for an all-around Tarpon rod. With a little more
feel than a 12 weight, this 11 will make pinpoint presentations when a pack of silver kings
are bearing down on the skiff.

LINE

LENGTH

GRIP

ROD PRICE

BL ANK PRICE

6wt.

9'

FULL WELLS W/ FIGHTING BUTT

$975

$488

7wt.

9'

FULL WELLS W/ FIGHTING BUTT

$975

$488

8wt.

9'

FULL WELLS W/ FIGHTING BUTT

$975

$488

9wt.

9'

FULL WELLS W/ FIGHTING BUTT

$975

$488

10wt.

9'

FULL WELLS W/ FIGHTING BUTT

$975

$488

11wt.

9'

FULL WELLS W/ FIGHTING BUTT

$975

$488

12wt.

9'

FULL WELLS W/ FIGHTING BUTT

$975

$488

SALTWATER AIR 12WT.: The ultimate Giant Tarpon rod. When sinking lines are needed
for these big fish, this rod can make the presentation. With amazing lifting strength in
the butt section, anglers can pull hard on these powerful fish. When an angler needs the
most powerful rod for the most powerful of saltwater fish, this is a 12 weight that’s up for
the task at hand.

WINSTON
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Welcome to ALPHA+. A Winston rod series
designed to up your game against the Alpha
fish lurking in the shadows. Carnivorous trout,
thrashing bass, toothy pike and musky, jungle
species like peacock bass, golden dorado and
arapaima, and huge saltwater species like giant
trevally and Tarpon. Pure and simple, these rods
are for any fish that require extra-large fishing
tools no matter the water type.
With wicked fast action, Alpha rods
have been designed to cast aggressive
rigs – including big flies, heavy lines,
shooting heads and sinking tips. These rods
will cast these big rigs further with minimal
false casts and effort.

THE NEW WINSTON ALPHA+

Alpha+ 5 wt.
160-200 grain lines: Our fastest 9’ 5 weight, this rod is capable of turning over large

Built like none other. These game changing rods use unique features not found in

dry-dropper rigs, trout sized streamers, and larger indicator rigs. Doubles as an

any other series, like a designated grain window for each model to help anglers sort

excellent boat rod for it’s ability to handle heavier headed fly lines when the wind kicks

through the wide offering of over-weighted lines available on the market today. This

up and faster recovery rate is needed to effectively cover water.

helps eliminate the confusion associated with lines over-weighted by 1 or 2 line
weights. Simply match a lines grain window to the appropriate ALPHA+ model to suit

ALPHA+ 6wt.

your needs and fishing style

200-240 grain lines: This rod was designed for meat eating trout and bass: think mice
patterns in Kamchatka, full sink tips and double articulated bugs on the Yellowstone, fast

ALPHA+ rods are extra reinforced in the ferrule for ultimate lifting power, to turn fish

pocket water in Patagonia, and poppers and divers in the mid-west. Also a great a choice

away from heavy cover, and support all-day casting with big flies and fly lines.

for smaller Jungle species like piranha, payara, and others. If you’re a streamer junkie and
searching for you next big bug stick, look no further than the ALPHA+ – 6/7

WEIGHTS: 5 thru 12wt.
ACTION: Fast

ALPHA+7wt.

SECTIONS: 4

240-280 grain lines: You might call them bucketmouths, keggers, and donkeys. If you

GUIDES: Hard chrome oversized snake ‘Shooting Guides’ with chrome nanolite

understand these designations, you’re a big-bass angler. The ALPHA+ – 7/8 has been

stripping guides. Oversized tiptop.

designed to shoot the biggest bass bugs with over-sized lines into the thickest cover, and

REEL SEAT: Uplocking, Anodized aluminum with double locking rings. Engraved with

turn these lunkers back to the boat.

company signature logo.
STORAGE: Premium graphite rod tube with embroidered logo rod sock

ALPHA+ 8wt.
8 weight 280-330 grain lines: From silver salmon in Alaska, Peacock Bass in the

HIGHLIGHTS

Jungle, Stripers in the Northeast, and many other species, this power 8 weight will

• 5 thru 12wt.

cast and lift any aggressive sinking line to get your flies in front of your home water’s

• Highest performance boron/graphite composite materials

most powerful fish.

• Exceptionally powerful, capable of generating high line speeds
• Designed to cast big flies, heavy lines, shooting heads and sinking tips

ALPHA+ 9wt.

• Extra reinforced ferrules for ultimate lifting power

330-380 grain lines. Jaguars lurk in the shadows behind you. Howler Monkeys call from

• Designated grain windows for each rod model

the canopy. Forget the term “teeth,” fish with fangs swim in these waters. Whatever and

• Designed and Handcrafted in Twin Bridges, MT

wherever your Jungle adventures go, our reinforced ALPHA+ – 9 rods are built to cast
oversized lines, humongous flies, and with extra power to pull these powerful fish away
from leader snapping structure.

WINSTON
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ALPHA+10wt.

LINE

LENGTH

GRIP

GRAIN
WINDOW

ROD PRICE

BL ANK PRICE

5wt.

9'

FULL WELLS W/ FIGHTING BUTT

160-200

$935

$468

6wt.

9'

FULL WELLS W/ FIGHTING BUTT

200-240

$935

$468

7wt.

9'

FULL WELLS W/ FIGHTING BUTT

240-280

$935

$468

8wt.

9'

FULL WELLS W/ FIGHTING BUTT

280-330

$935

$468

ALPHA+12wt.

9wt.

9'

FULL WELLS W/ FIGHTING BUTT

330-380

$935

$468

450-500 grain lines. These rods are built for the fish with “Giant,” “King,” or “Monster”

10wt.

9'

FULL WELLS W/ FIGHTING BUTT

380-430

$935

$468

in the name. Think Giant Trevally, Monster Arapaima, and Silver Kings. If you’re a modern

12wt.

9'

FULL WELLS W/ FIGHTING BUTT

450-500

$935

$468

380-430 grain lines. We were thinking Musky when designing these powerful rods. The
fish of 10,000 casts never comes easy. But our ALPHA+ – 10 has been designed for
power, big bug turnover, and foot-long flies, while having the sensitivity for mandatory
figure 8s and at-the-boat eats.

day Beowulf, consider this fly rod your monster-slaying “Hilt.” Fear not what awaits in the
abyss, just cast, strip, and hold on.

WINSTON
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WINSTON PURE LIGHT LINE SERIES
Pure feel. Pure presentation. For those who prefer to fish with a light touch.
IFTD’s 2018 Best of Show Freshwater Winner.
Fly Fisherman’s 2018 Best New Dry Fly Rod
NEW for 2020, three 10’ models, perfect for extended line control across broad water.
WEIGHTS: 2 thru 5wt.
ACTION: Medium
SECTIONS: 4
GUIDES: Chrome nanolite stripper guide/chrome plated, light wire snake guides
REEL SEAT: Nickel Silver with figured Maple insert
STORAGE: Premium graphite rod tube with embroidered logo rod sock

2 weight – The lightest, most delicate rod we make. Meant for happy-go-lucky streams,
this rod perfectly casts microscopic dry flies on the lightest tippet, and bends to the butt
section with the weight of a 7” brook trout.
3 weight – An entire selection of fun rods meant for small stream fishing. From the ultra-short 6’6” version, to the extra reach of the 10, this wide variety of 3 weights will accommodate any small stream or extremely delicate presentation that an angler requires.

HIGHLIGHTS
• Advanced Boron III light line rods
• Moderate action with quick recovery that allows for open loops for
fine dry fly presentation along with the ability to generate faster line
speed as required for different conditions

4weight – If you’re obsessed with feeding small flies to picky fish, our selection of 4
weight PUREs will be the perfect tools for presenting these specific patterns during heavy
hatches. These rods blend accuracy, delicacy, and fish fighting strength. Think any spring
creek from Paradise Valley, Montana, to the world renowned Driftless area in Wisconsin.

• True Winston progressive action
• Slim profile with fine grip and guide configurations for better connection to the rod
• Proprietary design puts presentation and tippet protection as the first priority
• Ideal for light nymph and dry fly fishing applications.
• Designed and Handcrafted in Twin Bridges, MT
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LINE

LENGTH

GRIP

ROD PRICE

BL ANK PRICE

2wt.

7'

CIGAR

$875

$438

3wt.

6'6”

CIGAR

$875

$438

3wt.

7'

CIGAR

$875

$438

3wt.

7'6”

CIGAR

$875

$438

3wt.

10’

CIGAR

$875

$438

4wt.

5'9”

CIGAR

$875

$438

4wt.

7'6”

CIGAR

$875

$438

4wt.

8'

CIGAR

$875

$438

4wt.

8'6”

CIGAR

$875

$438

4wt.

9'

CIGAR

$875

$438

4wt.

10’

CIGAR

$875

$438

5wt.

9’

CIGAR

$875

$438

5wt.

10’

CIGAR

$875

$438

5 weight - Anglers that prefer a traditional progressive action for most of their trout
fishing needs, will love our selections of 5 weight Pures. With either the 9’ or 10’ model,
there’s plenty of room for a variety of fishing applications, from dry fly fishing on bigger
western rivers, to light nymphing and small streamers. If you’re a fan of our older IM6 and
WT models, the 5 weight PURE will provide the classic Winston feel in a taper that adds
more accuracy and line control.
New for 2020 10’ Pure rods. When presentation is still critical, but more reach is needed,
our new 10’ Pure rods will extend your fishing. From fishing large slick water with dry flies,
nymphing smaller water with tight line techniques and small indicators, and lifting more
line and casting further on still waters the 10’ 3,4, and 5 weight Pure rods will increase
your range without sacrificing delicacy.

WINSTON
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SPECIALIZED RODS
FOR NYMPH SPECIALISTS.

T R OU T H AV E ME T
T HEIR T WO-H A NDED M AT CH

Boron III Super 10 rods have been specifically designed for fishing applications that require more reach, perfect

Our innovative BORON III TH MICROSPEY rods combine the power of a Spey rod and the finesse of a trout rod to add

presentations and better long rod balance.

a new and exciting dimension to the sport. Featuring Boron III technology, these fast action rods excel in a range
of Two-Handed situations, from covering big, broad rivers to dealing with tree-lined banks or demanding weather.

With a downlocking reel seat, the rod balance moves into grip, providing more connection to the blank and less

They have a specialized grip that feels more trout rod than Spey, use slightly larger chrome guides than typical trout

perceived swing weight. This provides more sensitivity to the angler to detect soft strikes. The rod’s shooting

rods, and come with a larger tiptop that allows for the larger diameter of the spey style lines.

guides allow for slick, smooth mends. Boron III technology in the butt section gives ultimate fish fighting power,
and the cigar grip allows anglers to put their index finger on the blank for more feel.
From high-stick nymphing, float tube fishing, stack mends or long drift dry fly presentations, Boron III Super 10
rods give anglers the most leverage from drift to drift.

BORON III MICROSPEY
BORON III SUPER 10
W E I G H T S : 3, 4 and 5 wt.
A C T I O N : Medium
SEC TIONS: 4
G U I D E S : Hard chrome snake “Shooting Guides” with chrome nanolite
stripping guides
R E E L S E AT: Downlocking Nickel silver with figured Maple insert
S T O R A G E : Premium graphite rod tube with embroidered with logo rod sock

LENGTH GRIP

ROD
PRICE

BL ANK
PRICE

ACTION: Fast

• Advanced Boron III technology, fast action

SECTIONS: 4

• Two-Handed Rods designed for trout fishing

3wt.

10'

TWO - HANDED

$850

$425

GRIP: New Microspey two-handed grip

• Very lightweight, powerful — can generate very high line speeds

4wt.

10'

TWO - HANDED

$850

$425

GUIDES: TiCH finished stripper guide with nanoplasma ring.

• Special Winston-designed Microspey Two-Handed grip

5wt.

10'

TWO - HANDED

$850

$425

Chrome snake guides

• Designed and Handcrafted in Twin Bridges, Montana

REEL SEAT: Anodized aluminum, downlocking
HIGHLIGHTS

STORAGE: Premium graphite rod tube with logo rod sock

• Advanced Boron III Technology
• Sensitive tip to detect subtle takes
• Stronger mid-section for accurate fly placement
• 1 ½ ” cork extension reduces arm fatigue in high-stick
and extended reach situations
• Handcrafted in Twin Bridges, MT

2020

HIGHLIGHTS

LINE

• Strong lower half to control larger fish

WINSTON

WEIGHTS: 3, 4 and 5wt.

Go to winstonrods.com for Boron III TH Microspey Line Recommendations.

BORON III MICROSPEY RODS
LINE

(GRAIN WINDOW)

LENGTH

GRIP

ROD
PRICE

BL ANK
PRICE

3wt.

(190-270 grains)

10'6"

TWO-HANDED

$1099

$550

4wt.

(240-330 grains)

11'

TWO-HANDED

$1099

$550

5wt.

(300-390 grains)

11'6"

TWO-HANDED

$1099

$550

WINSTON
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Winston has been making BAMBOO rods since 1929,
when Robert Winther and Lew Stoner first began
innovating using split bamboo cane. We have patented
the hollow-fluting bamboo rod building process, set
numerous bamboo world distance fly casting records,
and maintained an uninterrupted 90-year
commitment to building the most beautiful, highest
performing bamboo fly rods available anywhere.
A Winston bamboo fly rod continues to set the standard
for hand-crafted fly rod perfection. Each of our new
bamboo fly rods can take up to a year to build. Cast one
and you will experience a wonderful slow action with
delicate line and loop control. Fish one and you will
understand why anglers become devotees of bamboo and
a part of the ultimate fly fishing tradition.

BAMBOO

LINE

LENGTH GRIP

ROD PRICE

3wt.

6'

CIGAR OR HALFWELLS

$3500

Bamboo is back! One of the greatest angling

3wt.

6'6"

CIGAR OR HALFWELLS

$3500

experiences you can have.

3wt.

7'

CIGAR OR HALFWELLS

$3500

3wt.

7'6"

CIGAR OR HALFWELLS

$3500

4wt.

6'6"

CIGAR OR HALFWELLS

$3500

S E C T I O N S : 2-piece or 3-piece

4wt.

7'

CIGAR OR HALFWELLS

$3500

S T R I P S : 6 hexagonal

4wt.

7'6"

CIGAR OR HALFWELLS

$3500

T I P S : 2 (includes extra tip section)

4wt.

7'9"

CIGAR OR HALFWELLS

$3500

G U I D E S : Agate stripper guide/ titanium plated snake guides

4wt.

8'

CIGAR OR HALFWELLS

$3500

5wt.

7'9"

CIGAR OR HALFWELLS

$3500

5wt.

8'

CIGAR OR HALFWELLS

$3500

5wt.

8'6"

CIGAR OR HALFWELLS

$3500

HIGHLIGHTS

6wt.

8'

CIGAR OR HALFWELLS

$3500

• Unparalleled craftsmanship

6wt.

8'6"

CIGAR OR HALFWELLS

$3500

6wt.

9'

CIGAR OR HALFWELLS

$3500

7wt.

9'

CIGAR OR HALFWELLS

$3500

8wt.

8'9"

CIGAR OR HALFWELLS

$3500

8wt.

9'

CIGAR OR HALFWELLS

$3500

8wt.

9'6"

CIGAR OR HALFWELLS

$3500

9wt.

9'6"

CIGAR OR HALFWELLS

$3500

10wt.

9'

CIGAR OR HALFWELLS

$3500

W E I G H T S : 3 thru 10wt.
A C T I O N : Slow

R E E L S E AT: Nickel silver; choice of Lacewood, figured Maple
or Zebrawood insert
S T O R A G E : Powder coated aluminum tube/thick cloth logo rod

• Wonderfully smooth bamboo action and performance
• Distinctive “Winston feel”
• Capable of very delicate, very precise presentations
• Designed and Handcrafted in Twin Bridges, MT

*2-piece Bamboo rods are $3,000

T H E T O M M O R G A N F AV O R I T E
Tom Morgan was the owner and rod designer at Winston from
1973 to 1991 and his legacy at Winston and for the entire fly rod
industry cannot be overstated. We continue to believe in Tom’s
principle that “a great fly rod is always a great fly rod”, so as we
celebrate Winston’s 90th Anniversary, we find it only fitting to
reintroduce the Tom Morgan Favorite.
First offered in 1989 as a limited edition 60th Anniversary
model, the Tom Morgan Favorite Rod has proved to be so
popular it has remained a Winston customer favorite for
the last 30 years.
Tom grew up fishing the spring creeks of Montana for wary
brown trout where the slightest mistake spooks the fish. He
designed the “Tom Morgan Favorite” as a specialized 2-piece,
extra light, 8’ 4-weight, made from moderate modulus graphite

W E I G H T: 4 w t .
AC T ION: Medium
SEC TIONS: 2
GUIDES: Chr ome nanolite s tr ipper guide/chr ome
snake guides
R E E L S E AT: N i c k e l S i l v e r w i t h b u r l e d w o o d i n s e r t
S TOR AGE: Premium aluminum tube with logo rod sock
HIGHLIGHTS
• All graphite with classic WT spigot ferrule design
• Incredibly smooth with wonderful touch and feel
• Extra light 4-weight, perfect for spring creek fishing
• Winston progressive tapers
• Customer favorite since 1989
• Handcrafted in Twin Bridges, MT
LINE

LENGTH GRIP

ROD PRICE

4wt.

8'

$850

CIGAR

for those close to mid-range distances where delicacy, finesse,
and accuracy are essential.
WINSTON
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THE PERFECT PAIRING.
W I N S T O N E N E R G Y F LY L I N E S .
Our new Winston Energy Fly Lines were designed utilizing an entirely new scientific approach to enhance the energy
transfer between fly rod and fly line. By taking precise measurements at multiple points along our fly rods in each line
weight, we were able to determine the optimum taper and mass for each line size. The result is a new line series which

T R O U T F LY L I N E
FE AT URE S

perfectly matches the performance characteristics of today’s modern fly rods to cast and fish more comfortably, as well
as optimize line control, accuracy and presentation.

L I N E S : 2 thru 6w t.
C O L O R : Char treuse
T I P : Stealth, muted color, high flotation tip section

A F LY L INE F O R E A C H F LY R O D .

M A R K I N G : Line weight and fly line model marked
on ever y fly line
C O AT I N G : Slick , State-Of-The-Ar t Coating

Finding the perfect fly line for your rod is important. Did you know that many of today’s fly lines are actually

C O R E : Supple Freshwater Core

one half line size heavier or more than their line designation? And, since a fly line that is even slightly too

L O O P S : Welded Loops front and back

heavy in the wrong places can negatively impact the ideal performance of the rod, we decided to take the

D E S I G N : Designed by Winston and made in the USA

guesswork out of which fly line to buy. A 5-weight rod is designed to cast a 5-weight line, and the same is
true for every other freshwater and saltwater fly rod. That’s why we designed these new ultra-premium fly

RETAIL PRICE: $99

lines, which are perfectly attuned to cast and fish with Winston fly rods, but also for anyone who wants a
correct match between the fly rod and fly line designation.

S A LT F LY L I N E
FE AT URE S
L I N E S : 6 thru 12 w t.
C O L O R : Light A zure Blue
T I P : Salt lines are all one color
M A R K I N G : Line weight and fly line model marked on ever y fly line
C O AT I N G : Lightly Tex tured coating to enhance line shooting
C O R E : Stif f Salt water Core
L O O P S : Welded Loops front and back
D E S I G N : Designed by Winston and made in the USA
RETAIL PRICE: $110
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R.L. WINSTON ROD CO.
500 S. Main Street, Twin Bridges, MT 59754 | info@winstonrods.com | 406-684-5674
winstonrods.com

